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Abstract We developed a new parallel computational method for solving fluorescence and elastically scattered light

propagation through a biological tissue illuminated by a collimated incident beam. The three-dimensional steady state

radiative transfer equation was solved using a Modified Finite Volume Method with a cell-vertex formulation. An Expo-

nential spatial differencing scheme was used to efficiently lessen the false scattering. Several test problems are presented

to assess the performance and accuracy of the numerical Method. We show that it is possible to obtain a very good level

of accuracy. Relative differences less than 1.5% were obtained in comparison with the Monte Carlo reference solution for

the selected problems. This study shows the potential of the proposed computational method to be used as an accurate

deterministic forward solver in Optical Tomography.

Keywords elastically scattered light, fluorescence light, biological tissue, radiative transfer equation, finite volume

method, Monte Carlo method, parallel computing.

Nomenclature

A surface area of cell, mm2

C concentration, M = mol mm−3

D distance, mm

G isobarycentre
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g anisotropy factor of the Henyey-Greenstein phase function

i integration point on surface panel

L size of the medium, mm

la absorption mean free path (= 1/µa), mm

ls scattering mean free path (= 1/µs), mm

lt transport mean free path (= 1/µ′s), mm

N number of surface panels

n refractive index

nnn outward unit vector normal to the medium boundary

p scattering phase function, sr−1

Q source power density, W mm−3

J+ partial current or boundary photon flux, W mm−2

R radius, mm

rrr spatial position (= x, y, z), mm

S source term in the medium, W mm−3 sr

u projection of integration point in an upstream position

V control volume, mm3

Greek symbols

σ beam width, mm

∆Ω solid angle, sr

∆Pj plane orthogonal to the ΩΩΩ direction that cross by the grid node Pj

ε extinction coefficient, mm2 mol−1 = mm−1 M−1

η fluorescence quantum yield

Γ boundary of control volume

µa absorption coefficient, mm−1

µx→ma absorption coefficient of a fluorescent source in the tissue (= Cε), mm−1

ΩΩΩ direction vector

Ω sub-domain

µt attenuation coefficient (= µa + µs), mm−1
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ψ radiance, W mm−2 sr−1

µs scattering coefficient, mm−1

µt attenuation coefficient, (= µa + µs), mm−1

R directional reflection coefficient

ρ distance (radius), mm

Θ angle between two directions

θ polar angle

Υ intensity of the collimated incident beam, W mm−2 sr

T tetrahedron

J triangle

Φ fluence rate, W mm−2

φ azimuthal angle

Subscripts

c collimated

s scattered

D downstream

f panel f

if integration point on surface panel f

P grid node

r reference

t, v (1, 2, 3), (4, 5, 6)

uf projection of if integration point in an upstream position

U upstream

w wall

x, y, z (Ox)-axis, (Oy)-axis, (Oz)-axis

Superscripts

k discrete angular direction

m emission field

x excitation field
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1 Introduction

The use of the (VIS) Visible and NIR (Near-Infrared) light provides many possibilities, particularly for applications in

biomedical diagnosis and treatment, such as optical tomography, laser surgery, and photodynamic therapy [1–3]. In the

recent years, fluorescence molecular imaging has emerged as an investigative tool for pre-clinical imaging of optical re-

porter probes in small animals [2, 4]. This imaging technique uses fluorescent sources inside tissue as imaging contrast.

In optical tomography, an inverse model aims at three-dimensional reconstruction of images based on light measurements

collected at the tissue boundary [1–4]. The quality of the reconstructed image depends strongly on the accuracy of the

forward solver . The Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) is well acknowledged to accurately predict light propagation

through biological tissues at both the meso and the macroscale [3,4]. In the literature, very few papers present simulations

of fluorescence light propagation through biological tissues using the RTE [5–12]. Generally, the numerical methods for

solving the RTE can be classified into two groups: one is deterministic and based directly on the integro-partial differen-

tial equation; the other one is based on probabilistic formulations of the RTE such as Monte Carlo (MC) methods. MC

methods are highly prevalent in many models of light propagation in biological tissue. Well-known drawbacks of these

methods are their high computational costs and statistical errors. The use of MC models within image reconstruction in

Optical Tomography for example is usually limited to the construction of a linear perturbation model for reconstructing

the difference in optical properties from changes in the data [3]. Moreover, the inverse MC needs a huge number of

photons to converge to the true optical properties. In contrast, the deterministic numerical methods can benefit from the

efficient inversion techniques (based for example on the adjoint method) developed specifically for partial differential

equations. Therefore, in this study, we are focusing on the deterministic numerical method. Different numerical methods

were developed in the literature for solving the 3D RTE [13–23]. Due to the computationally expensive nature of the RTE

and the challenging numerics, only few numerical solutions methods were developed for relevant 3D geometries using

non-Cartesian grids [24–28] while those have important applications in biomedical optics. The numerical methods for

solving the RTE cited above are quite interesting but present some shortcomings. For example, the angular discretizations

of the RTE were performed using the DOM in [24–27, 30]. It is well known that one serious drawback of the DOM is

the so-called "ray effect" which is a consequence of angular discretization [29–31]. In the particular case of anisotropic

scattering, modelled with the Henyey-Greenstein (H-G) or Mie phase functions, the DOM does not strictly conserve en-

ergy , i.e., there is no guarantee that the integral of the scattering phase function over a unity spherical surface yields

4π, even though it is possible to use a correction factor of the in-scattering term to enforce conservation. However, the

correction factor introduces changes in the overall shape and asymmetry factor of the phase function, and this may yield
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large errors in the case of highly anisotropic phase functions. Hunter and Guo studied this problem the last years [32]. It

was concluded that the FVM is more appropriate than the DOM for highly anisotropic scattering. In [30], a phase function

normalization technique was employed to lessen the instability of the DOM. Note that Mohan et al. [28] reported that the

PN approximation does not suffer from the ray effect problem. Concerning the spatial differencing schemes, either the

Step or Diamond schemes were used in [24–28]. The Step scheme, is only first-order accurate, and causes so-called false

scattering (or numerical diffusion), whenever gradients of the radiance appear in directions not aligned with the direction

of light propagation [29, 31]. False scattering can be sometimes lessen using grid refinement but this leads to a logical

increase in computational time. The Diamond scheme, is formally second-order accurate, but it is not bounded, unlike the

Step scheme. This means that physically unrealistic overshoots or undershoots, such as negative radiances, may appear in

the numerical solution. Other more accurate spatial differencing schemes, such as the Positive and Exponential schemes

were proposed in the literature. In particular, the Exponential scheme is generally regarded to be more accurate than the

Step and Diamond schemes [29, 33].

The survey of the literature shows that no successful deterministic numerical solutions of the RTE (with realistic illumina-

tion and adapted to relevant 3D geometries) have been presented so far. In the present analysis, we tried to go beyond the

previous studies by proposing a new computational method for solving light propagation based on the RTE. The remain-

der of this paper is organized as follows. Section two deals with the governing equations. The third section gives details

of the numerical treatement of the RTE. The results obtained are presented and discussed in section four. Conclusions and

future orientations are summarized in the final section.

2 Governing equations

2.1 Elastically scattered light

The RTE is an integro-differential equation, given by [3, 4]:(
ΩΩΩ · ∇∇∇+ µt(rrr)

)
ψ(rrr,ΩΩΩ) = µs(rrr)

∫
Ω′=4π

p(Ω′Ω′Ω′ ·ΩΩΩ) ψ(rrr,Ω′Ω′Ω′) dΩ′ + S(rrr,ΩΩΩ), (1)

where ψ(rrr,ΩΩΩ) is the radiance at location rrr in direction ΩΩΩ, µt and µs are the attenuation and scattering coefficients of

medium, respectively. The function p(Ω′Ω′Ω′ ·ΩΩΩ) is the scattering phase function which is normalized to unity. The function

S(rrr,ΩΩΩ) represents any source term in the medium.

Partial reflection of light at the medium-air interface is caused by the refractive index mismatch of both media. The

fraction of reflected light is given by the directional reflection coefficient R. For a semi-transparent interface, illuminated
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by an external light source Υ, the partly-reflecting boundary specifies the radiance as the sum of two contributions [4,29]:

ψ(rrr,ΩΩΩ) = Υ(rrr,ΩΩΩ) +R(Θ) ψ(rrr,ΩspΩspΩsp) for ΩΩΩ ·nnn < 0 and cos Θ = ΩspΩspΩsp ·nnn = −ΩΩΩ ·nnn, (2)

where nnn is the local outward unit vector normal to the medium boundary and ΩspΩspΩsp is the direction of specular reflection.

2.2 Fluorescence light

The generation and propagation of fluorescent light in the medium can be accurately modeled by a set of two coupled

RTEs in the steady-state domain [4, 7] as described below.

2.2.1 Excitation light propagation

The equation that describes the excitation light propagation emanating from the external light source at wavelength λx is:(
ΩΩΩ · ∇∇∇+ µxt (rrr) + µx→ma (rrr)

)
ψx(rrr,ΩΩΩ) = µxs (rrr)

∫
Ω′=4π

px(Ω′Ω′Ω′ ·ΩΩΩ) ψx(rrr,Ω′Ω′Ω′) dΩ′, (3)

where ψx(rrr,ΩΩΩ) is the excitation radiance at location rrr in direction ΩΩΩ, while µx→ma is the absorption coefficient of a

fluorescent source in tissue at the excitation wavelength λx.

The boundary conditions for the excitation light at λx are given with:

ψx(rrr,ΩΩΩ) = Υx(rrr,ΩΩΩ) +R(Θ) ψx(rrr,ΩspΩspΩsp) for ΩΩΩ ·nnn < 0, (4)

where Υx(rrr,ΩΩΩ) is an external source which illuminates the tissue surface at wavelength λx.

The excitation light fluence at location rrr is defined as:

Φx(rrr) =

∫
Ω=4π

ψx(rrr,ΩΩΩ) dΩ. (5)

2.2.2 Emission light propagation

The light propagation at the emission wavelength λm due to the fluorescent source in tissue is modelled as:(
ΩΩΩ · ∇∇∇+ µmt (rrr)

)
ψm(rrr,ΩΩΩ) = µms (rrr)

∫
Ω′=4π

pm(Ω′Ω′Ω′ ·ΩΩΩ) ψm(rrr,Ω′Ω′Ω′) dΩ′ +Qm(rrr), (6)

where ψm(rrr,ΩΩΩ) denotes the emission radiance at location rrr in direction ΩΩΩ. The fluorescence source term which represents

the fluorescence emission by the fluorescent source is given by:

Qm(rrr) =
1

4π
η µx→ma (rrr)Φx(rrr). (7)

where η is the fluorescence quantum yield. The boundary conditions for the emitted light at λm are given with:

ψm(rrr,ΩΩΩ) = R(Θ) ψm(rrr,ΩspΩspΩsp) for ΩΩΩ ·nnn < 0. (8)
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3 Numerical treatment

3.1 Problem statement

A 3D absorbing and highly-forward scattering medium such as a biological tissue illuminated by a collimated incident

beam (denoted Υ) is studied. Part of of the beam propagates through the medium without being deviated, while the

rest is scattered in all directions. It is thus convenient to split the radiance ψ into two components. These are denoted

ψc(rrr) = ψ(rrr,ΩΩΩ)δ(ΩΩΩ − ΩcΩcΩc) (δ is the Dirac-delta function and ΩcΩcΩc is the direction of the collimated incident beam) and

ψs(rrr,ΩΩΩ). They are respectively the collimated and scattered components of radiance [34]. The ψc(rrr) collimated radiance

is governed by the Bouguer-Beer-Lambert attenuation law:

ψc(rrr) = Υ(rwrwrw) exp

[
−
∫ rrr

rwrwrw

µt(uuu) du

]
, (9)

where the integration is performed on the optical path in ΩcΩcΩc direction from the point rwrwrw at the illuminated boundary, to the

point rrr in the medium. The scattered radiance ψs(rrr,ΩΩΩ) is the solution of the RTE (1) (or (3) in case of the fluorescence

light) with a radiation source term due to the scattered part of the incident beam [34]:

Sc(rrr,ΩΩΩ) = µs(rrr) p(ΩcΩcΩc ·ΩΩΩ) ψc(rrr), (10)

and with the following boundary conditions:

ψs(rrr,ΩΩΩ) = R(Θ) ψs(rrr,ΩspΩspΩsp) for ΩΩΩ ·nnn < 0. (11)

The H-G phase function is the most widely-adopted scattering phase function of biomedical optics and this has been used

here [4]. As for the radiance, it is convenient to split the fluence distribution into two components, denoted Φc and Φs,

which are respectively the collimated and scattered components of fluence. Then, Φ(rrr) = Φc(rrr) + Φs(rrr) with,

Φc(rrr) = ψc(rrr) and Φs(rrr) =

∫
4π

ψs(rrr,ΩΩΩ) dΩ. (12)

The detector readings at the medium surface are obtained from the exiting partial current or photon boundary flux. At

each boundary point, we have:

J+(rrr) =

∫
ΩΩΩ·nnn>0

[
1−R(Θ)

]
ψs(rrr,ΩΩΩ) ΩΩΩ ·nnn dΩ

(
+
[
1−R(Θc)

]
ψc(rrr)

(
ΩcΩcΩc ·nnn

)
if Ωc · n(rrr)Ωc · n(rrr)Ωc · n(rrr) > 0

)
, (13)

with cos Θ = ΩΩΩ · nnn and cos Θc = ΩcΩcΩc · nnn. It should be noted that the reflectance (resp. transmittance) corresponds to the

outgoing flux at the medium surface (resp. opposite medium surface) that is illuminated.
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3.2 Angular and spatial discretizations of the computational domain

The angular discretization of the RTE requires the selection of a finite number of directions of light propagation and the

selection of discrete solid angles, also referred to as control angles. The simplest angular discretization method consists

of the division of the angular domain into a finite number of discrete, nonoverlapping, solid angles m ∈ {1, ..., Ndir}

(Ndir is the total number of discrete solid angles) defined by the intersection of lines of constant latitude and lines of

constant longitude. This choice is typical of the FVM and was used here. The recent applications of 3D optical imaging

through biological tissues by use of light requires modeling of geometrically complex boundaries at the tissue-air interface

or at the tumor-like inclusion. To this end, the computational spatial domain which interested us was divided into four-

node tetrahedral elements using unstructured grids (like those used in MRI imaging for example). Here, a cell-vertex

formulation was adopted for the control volumes. It consists in building control volumes around each node of the grid.

Those are polyhedrons with quadrilateral faces. The VP control volume surrounding nodePPP was built with all tetrahedrons

having node PPP as vertex. ΓP is the boundary of VP and represents a surface here. For each of these tetrahedrons (which

have in common node PPP ), a partial volume (which is a part of VP ) is described in Fig. 1(a). To explain the construction

of a control volume (a polyhedron in this case), the construction of a partial volume from a tetrahedron is detailed. Let us

consider, for example, a T = (P1P1P1,P2P2P2,P3P3P3,P4P4P4) tetrahedron with the VP1
partial volume surrounding node P1P1P1 (Fig. 1(a)).

Then, VP1 is a hexahedron with six quadrilateral faces, 12 edges and 8 vertices. It is defined by the P1P1P1 nodal node and,

• the isobarycentre of T denoted byGTGTGT ;

• the three medium points denoted by P12P12P12, P13P13P13, P14P14P14 respectively of edges [P1P1P1P2P2P2], [P1P1P1P3P3P3], [P1P1P1P4P4P4];

• the three isobarycentres denoted byG1G1G1,G2G2G2,G3G3G3 respectively of triangles (P1P1P1,P2P2P2,P3P3P3), (P1P1P1,P2P2P2,P4P4P4), (P1P1P1,P3P3P3,P4P4P4).

Thus, each control volume is described by the volume of several hexahedrons. It should be noted at this point that a

VP control volume has as many hexahedrons as tetrahedrons having node PPP as vertex. For each hexahedron (partial

volume) belonging to VP , there are three faces belonging to ΓP . On the hexahedron shown in Fig. 1(a), these three

faces correspond to the three quadrilaterals (GTGTGT ,G1G1G1, p12p12p12,G2G2G2), (GTGTGT ,G1G1G1, p13p13p13,G3G3G3) and (GTGTGT ,G2G2G2, p14p14p14,G3G3G3). Each of these

quadrilaterals, defined as panel f , is a partial surface of ΓP . The ΓP surface is subdivided into Nf surface panels and in

the centre of these the ififif integration points are defined as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The number of surface panels varies from

one control volume to another. For a panel f , ififif is the integration point located at the centre of gravity of the panel, Af is

its surface area, and nfnfnf is the outward unit vector normal to the panel f (Fig. 1(b)). The advantage of this construction is

that it perfectly defines the integration points since they rise directly from the grid nodes.
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[Figure 1 about here.]

3.3 Phase function normalization

In the modified FVM presented below, the RTE must be integrated into a ∆Ωk control solid angle centered around a ΩkΩkΩk

discrete angular direction [34]. The normalization procedure is expressed as follows:

p̃ k
′,k =

1

∆Ωk′ ∆Ωk

∫
∆Ωk

∫
∆Ωk′

p(Ω′Ω′Ω′ ·ΩΩΩ) dΩ′dΩ ; p̃ kc,k =
1

∆Ωk

∫
∆Ωk

p(ΩΩΩc ·ΩΩΩ) dΩ, (14)

where ∆Ωk
′
, ∆Ωk are control solid angles centered around the ΩΩΩk

′
, ΩΩΩk discrete angular directions respectively. p̃ k

′,k is

the average scattering phase function between control solid angles ∆Ωk
′

and ∆Ωk. The collimated direction is indicated

by kc. A quadrature rule was used to compute the integrals in (14) by splitting the control solid angles into smaller angles.

3.4 FVM applied to the RTE

The RTE (1) with a general source term S can be taken as reference for the application of the FVM presented below.

In the case of elastically scattered light and excitation light, S = Sc given by (10). In the case of emission light, from

Eq. (6), S = Qm with Qm given by (7). In order to apply the FVM to the RTE, the quantities (ψ, ψc, S, Φx) and the

optical properties (µa, µs, µx→ma ) are assumed to be constant over a sufficiently small VP control volume (taking only one

value at node PPP ) and within a ∆Ωk control solid angle centered around an ΩkΩkΩk discrete angular direction. The integration

of the RTE, over each control volume and each solid angle in which the space is discretized yields (applying the Gauss

divergence theorem) the following algebraic equation [29, 34]:

Nf∑
f=1

ψkif Af ∆k
f =

{
− µt,P ψkP + µs,P

N∑
k′=1

p̃ k
′,k ψk

′

P ∆Ωk
′
+ SkP

}
∆Ωk VP , (15)

where ψkif is an approximation of the radiance at the if integration point and in the ΩkΩkΩk discrete direction. The quantity:

∆k
f =

∫
∆Ωk

ΩΩΩ ·nnnf dΩ, (16)

is an integral which depends only on the orientation of the surface element f for the direction considered. It should be

noted that the second quantity:

∆Ωk =

∫
∆Ωk

dΩ, (17)

and also (16) are, in our case, evaluated analytically (which is not the case for the DOM) using the angular discretisation

with a constant step. This leads to a better accuracy. In the case of the elastically scattered light and the excitation light,
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the following relation yields from Eqs. (10) and (14):

SkP = Skc,P = µs,P p̃
kc,k ψkcP , (18)

In the case of emission light, it follows from Eqs. (6) and (7):

SkP = QmP =
1

4π
η µx→ma,P ΦxP . (19)

3.5 Spatial discretization of the transport term of the radiance

False scattering may be successfully lessen using appropriate closure relations. To solve the set of equations (15), closure

relations between the ψkif integration-point values and the nodal values of the radiance are needed (Fig. 1(a)). The

directional nature of light propagation needed to be taken into account in order to establish the closure relations. Thus,

for a specific direction of light propagation, only the nodal values located upstream from the integration-point should

be considered. It is known that the Step scheme causes strong false scattering while the Diamond scheme may yield

oscillatory solutions. The Exponential scheme relies on the integral form of the RTE and is expected to be more accurate

than the other two schemes [29, 33]. Finally, we opted to use the Exponential scheme in the present study.

3.5.1 The Exponential scheme

As presented in [34], a locally rigorous one-dimensional integration of the RTE along the optical path (ufufuf , ififif ) of ΩΩΩ

direction with ufufuf located upstream from ififif was used:

ψ(ififif ,ΩΩΩ) = ψ(ufufuf ,ΩΩΩ) exp

[
−
∫ ififif

ufufuf

µt(sss) ds

]

+

∫ ififif

ufufuf

{
S(sss,ΩΩΩ) + µs(sss)

∫
Ω′=2π

p(Ω′Ω′Ω′ · ΩΩΩ) ψ(sss,Ω′Ω′Ω′) dΩ′

}
exp

[
−
∫ ififif

sss

µt(uuu) du

]
ds. (20)

The following approximation can be used, ψ(sss,Ω′Ω′Ω′) ≈ ψ(ufufuf ,Ω
′Ω′Ω′) for sss ∈ (ufufuf , ififif ). To compact the equations, the

following notations are introduced:

Dk
f = Af ∆k

f exp

[
−
∫ ififif

ufufuf

µt(sss) ds

]
; Ekf = Af ∆k

f

∫ ififif

ufufuf

µs(sss) exp

[
−
∫ ififif

sss

µt(uuu) du

]
ds,

Ckf = Af ∆k
f

∫ ififif

ufufuf

Sk(sss) exp

[
−
∫ ififif

sss

µt(uuu) du

]
ds. (21)

with ∆k
f =

∣∣ufufuf − ififif ∣∣ the optical path length in ΩkΩkΩk direction from the point ufufuf to the point ififif .

If S = Sc, from Eqs. (10) and (14), an approximate value of Ckf can be deduced:

Ckf ≈
1

2

(
ψc(ififif ) + ψc(ufufuf )

)
p̃ kc,k Ekf , (22)
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In the case of emission light, S = Qm and from Eqs. (6) and (7), it follows:

Ckf ≈ Af ∆k
f

η

4π

1

2

(
µx→ma,if

Φx,if + µx→ma,uf
Φx,uf

) ∫ ififif

ufufuf

exp

[
−
∫ ififif

sss

µt(uuu) du

]
ds. (23)

Combining Eqs. (20) and (21) in Eq. (15), we obtain:

Nf∑
f=1

ψkif Af ∆k
f =

Nf∑
f=1

ψkuf
Dk
f +

Nf∑
f=1

{ N∑
k′=1

p̃ k
′,kψk

′

uf
∆Ωk

′
}
Ekf +

Nf∑
f=1

Ckf . (24)

The projections and linear interpolations presented below were expected to improve the closure relations and the accuracy

of the results. Also, they were used to link ψkuf
defined at the ufufuf point with the nodal values of the radiance.

3.5.2 Projections and linear interpolations

To simplify the equations presented further, a notation was introduced: (AAA,BBB, ...) <= (CCC,DDD, ...) means points

(AAA,BBB, ...) are located upstream from points (CCC,DDD, ...). A specific ΩΩΩ direction and a reference tetrahedron denoted by

Tr = (P1P1P1,P2P2P2,P3P3P3,P4P4P4) with P1P1P1 <= P2P2P2 <= P3P3P3 <= P4P4P4 are considered. ∆Pj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4), ∆P12 and ∆P123 are the

plans orthogonal to the ΩΩΩ direction and are crossed respectively byPjPjPj ,P12P12P12 andG1G1G1. It should be noted that the integration

points ififif of panels f (f = 1, 2, ..., 6) are defined only from the coordinates of the vertices of Tr (Fig. 2). If VP1
, VP2

,

VP3 and VP4 are partial volumes of Tr, then (i1i1i1, i2i2i2, i3i3i3) ∈ VP1 , (i1i1i1, i4i4i4, i5i5i5) ∈ VP2 , (i2i2i2, i4i4i4, i6i6i6) ∈ VP3 and (i3i3i3, i5i5i5, i6i6i6) ∈ VP4 .

In this study, ififif was projected to a point ufufuf (ufufuf <= ififif ) on one of the plans ∆Pj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4), ∆P12 or ∆P123.

In this way, ψkuf
could be lineary interpolated from the three nodes (P1P1P1,P2P2P2,P3P3P3). Node P4P4P4 could not be used since it is

downstream from all integration points ififif of Tr. Thus, ψkuf
can be expressed by:

ψkuf
∼=

3∑
nb=1

αkf,nb
ψknb

such that
3∑

nb=1

αkf,nb
= 1 and 0 ≤ αkf,nb

≤ 1 (nb = 1, 2, 3). (25)

Values for the coefficients αkf,nb
(f = 1, 2, ..., 6 ; nb = 1, 2, 3) remained to be defined. This interpolation technique was

expected to improve the closure relations and the precision of the results. For the construction of points ufufuf , two cases

related to ututut (t = 1, 2, 3) and uvuvuv (v = 4, 5, 6) needed to be considered. Since ititit ∈ VP1
and P1P1P1 <= ititit (t = 1, 2, 3) then

ititit was projected (according to the ΩΩΩ direction) in a point ututut in the plane ∆P1 (Fig. 2). Except in particular cases, the

radiance at point ututut was interpolated as: αkt,1 = 1, αkt,2 = αkt,3 = 0 (t = 1, 2, 3).

[Figure 2 about here.]

iviviv (v = 4, 5, 6) was projected (according to the ΩΩΩ direction) in a point uvuvuv (uvuvuv <= iviviv) in one of the three plans ∆Pj

(j = 1, 2, 3). The choice of projection was conditioned by the belonging of iviviv to partial volume. Indeed, (i4i4i4, i5i5i5) ∈ VP2

and i6i6i6 ∈ VP3 . Also, (i5i5i5, i6i6i6) ∈ VP4 . Nevertheless, (i5i5i5, i6i6i6) could not be projected in ∆P4, since node P4P4P4 is always
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downstream from all integration points. Except in particular cases, the projections and interpolations presented thereafter

are defined by the position of (i4i4i4, i5i5i5) relative to node P2P2P2 and i6i6i6 relative to nodes P3P3P3 and P2P2P2 (since P2P2P2 <= P3P3P3).

Cases for (i4i4i4, i5i5i5):

(a) P2P2P2 <= (i4i4i4, i5i5i5). Then, (u4u4u4,u5u5u5) ∈ ∆P12 and αkv,1 = αkv,2 = 1
2 , α

k
v,3 = 0 (v = 4, 5).

(b) (i4i4i4, i5i5i5) <= P2P2P2. Then, (u4u4u4,u5u5u5) ∈ ∆P1
and αkv,1 = 1, αkv,2 = αkv,3 = 0 (v = 4, 5).

(c) i4i4i4 <= P2P2P2 <= i5i5i5. Then, u4u4u4 ∈ ∆P1
and αk4,1 = 1, αk4,2 = αk4,3 = 0 ; u5u5u5 ∈ ∆P12

and αk5,1 = αk5,2 = 1
2 , α

k
5,3 = 0.

Note that the case (i5i5i5 <= P2P2P2 <= i4i4i4) was not considered since by construction i4i4i4 <= i5i5i5.

Cases for i6i6i6:

(a) P3P3P3 <= i6i6i6. Then, u6u6u6 ∈ ∆P123
and αk6,1 = αk6,2 = αk6,3 = 1

3 .

(b) P2P2P2 <= i6i6i6 <= P3P3P3. Then, u6u6u6 ∈ ∆P12 and αk6,1 = αk6,2 = 1
2 , α

k
6,3 = 0.

(c) i6i6i6 <= P2P2P2. Then, u6u6u6 ∈ ∆P1
and αk6,1 = 1, αk6,2 = αk6,3 = 0.

Now, particular cases are introduced. For some of them, we reformulate the radiance at points u1u1u1,u2u2u2 and u4u4u4. If only the

two plans ∆P1 and ∆P2 are coplanar then, αk1,2 = 1, αk1,1 = αk1,3 = 0. If the plans ∆P2 and ∆P3 are coplanar and P3P3P3

<= i4i4i4 then, αk4,1 = αk4,3 = 1
2 , α

k
4,2 = 0. Now, if the three plans ∆P1

, ∆P2
and ∆P3

are coplanar then αk1,2 = 1, αk1,1 =

αk1,3 = 0, αk2,3 = 1, αk2,1 = αk2,2 = 0 and αk4,3 = 1, αk4,1 = αk4,2 = 0.

3.6 Solution procedure

3.6.1 Marching order map

Once the angular discretization was fixed, a "marching order map" giving the optimal order in which the nodal nodes of

the spatial unstructured grid should be visited was made for each ΩkΩkΩk discrete angular direction.

3.6.2 Expression of the radiance at PPP nodal node and in the ΩΩΩk discrete angular direction

Let Ekf,P be the set of vertices of a T tetrahedron located upstream from the ififif integration point (on surface panel f ), such

that ififif ∈ ΓP and ififif ∈ T . Then, from (25), ψkuf
can be expressed by:

ψkuf
∼=

∑
{nb∈Ekf,P }

αkf,nb
ψknb

such that
∑

{nb∈Ekf,P }

αkf,nb
= 1 and 0 ≤ αkf,nb

≤ 1 ∀ nb ∈ Ekf,P . (26)

Let Ψk
P be the set of surface panels f such that Ekf,P is not reduced to PPP and let Υk

P be the set of surface panels f such

thatPPP belongs to Ekf,P and ∆k
f > 0. It should be noted that the condition ∆k

f > 0 is similar to that used in the well known

Step scheme and it is a necessary condition to ensure the stability of the proposed numerical scheme [33]. If (Eu)kP is
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defined as the set of neighbouring upstream nodes from PPP , then we can write:

Nf

∪
f=1
{Ekf,P } = (Eu)kP ∪PPP . (27)

Let,

D̃k
nb,P

=
∑

{f∈ψk
nb,P

}

αkf,nb
Dk
f ; D

k

P =
∑
{f∈Υk

P }

αkf,P D
k
f ,

Ẽknb,P
=

∑
{f∈ψk

nb,P
}

αkf,nb
Ekf ; E

k

P =
∑
{f∈Υk

P }

αkf,P E
k
f , (28)

and

Ψk
P = ∪

{nb∈(Eu)kP }
ψknb,P

. (29)

Ψk
P is decomposed in sub-sets ψknb,P

to identify panels f ∈ Ψk
P and nodes nb ∈ (Eu)kP such that ψkuf

is expressed with

ψknb
by the closure relations seen previsouly. It should be noted that ψknb,P

can also be defined from Ekf,P and (Eu)kP .

Indeed, if f ∈ Ψk
P then f ∈ ψknb,P

if nb ∈ Ekf,P . Also, it should be noted that if f ∈ ψknb,P
then ∆k

f ≤ 0.

Thus, the first and second terms of the right hand side of (24) can be rewritten as:

Nf∑
f=1

ψkuf
Dk
f =

∑
{nb∈(Eu)kP }

ψknb
D̃k
nb,P

+ ψkP D
k

P , (30)

Nf∑
f=1

{ N∑
k′=1

p̃ k
′,kψk

′

uf
∆Ωk

′
}
Ekf =

∑
{nb∈(Eu)kP }

{ N∑
k′=1

p̃ k
′,kψk

′

nb
∆Ωk

′
}
Ẽknb,P

+

{ N∑
k′=1

p̃ k
′,kψk

′

P ∆Ωk
′
}
E
k

P . (31)

Finally, combining (15), (24) and (31), an algebraic equation is obtained relating ψkP to the radiances at neighbouring

upstream nodes from node PPP :

ψkP =
bkP + ckP
akP

, (32)

with,

akP = µt,P ∆ΩkVP +D
k

P ; bkP = −
∑

{nb∈(Eu)kP }

ψknb
D̃k
nb,P

,

ckP =

{
µs,P

N∑
k′=1

p̃ k
′,k ψk

′

P ∆Ωk
′
+ SkP

}
∆Ωk VP −

Nf∑
f=1

Ckf

−
∑

{nb∈(Eu)kP }

{ N∑
k′=1

p̃ k
′,kψk

′

nb
∆Ωk

′
}
Ẽknb,P

−
{ N∑
k′=1

p̃ k
′,kψk

′

P ∆Ωk
′
}
E
k

P . (33)

It should be noted that in Eq. (32), ψkP is independent of downstream radiances and the method is fully explicit (without

taking into acount the summation term related to scattering).
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3.6.3 Iterative procedure and improvement of the convergence rate

An iterative procedure was applied to solve Eq. (32) (for all k ∈ {1, ..., Ndir}) with summation term related to scattering.

As our numerical method is designed to take into account a refractive index mismatch at the tissue-air interface, the same

iterative procedure was used for solving the RTE with these boundary conditions. In order to improve the convergence

rate of the computational method, a convergence criterion dealing with the values of the fluence for the interior spatial

grid nodes was introduced. The convergence criterion was related to a relative difference and the prescribed tolerance

was similar to that use for the convergence criterion of the outgoing flux at the medium surface. It was observed that

the convergence of the computational method to the real solution is faster for the spatial grid nodes in the vicinity of the

illuminated surface of the medium. In that case, the number of grid nodes that are used for the computation decreases

when the number of iterations increases to reach the convergence.

3.6.4 Optimisation of the memory consumption for structured spatial grids

An important point was taken into account linked to the increase of the memory consumption when the spatial grid size

increases. From the spatial grid, some geometrical data, that have to be computed once for all, were extracted for each

vertice and tetrahedron in order to lessen the computational time. However, the number of tetrahedrons in structured grids

tends to be around six times the number of vertices in the grid. Moreover, several other data needed to be stored for each

vertice, leading to a mean memory cost per grid vertice that is around 12,500 bytes when the number of vertices is large.

As an illustration, the number of tetrahedrons and the memory cost for some typical grid sizes are given in the first three

columns of Table 1.

[Table 1 about here.]

As a large part of the memory consumption was related to the spatial grid, this last was compressed by storing the

required data for only one instance of each tetrahedron type present in the grid. Then, each tetrahedron in the grid

was associated to its representative instance. So, a parallel multi-threaded algorithm that compress any given grid was

developed. No particular assumptions were assumed on the input grid, although best results were to be expected for

regular or structured grids as it is more likely that they contain a large number of isomorphic tetrahedrons. The global

impact of that optimization is shown in the last three columns of Table 1. A memory gain around 30% for large grids

was reached. The gains were computed here according to the overall memory consumption. However, if we focus on the

optimized part alone, that is to say the geometric information related to the tetrahedrons, our grid optimization decreaseed
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its memory cost to around 1% for large grids, which is a very efficient. Finally, although our compression algorithm is

fully adapted to a multi-core machine, it may take significant times for large grids, as the overall complexity is in O(n2).

Fortunately, this compression can be done off-line and only once for a given grid. Moreover, our algorithm can be quite

easily extended to a distributed version, well suited to computing clusters.

3.6.5 Parallel implementation

In our previous study, a first multi-threaded parallel version of the 2D computational method was developed for a single

multi-core machine using OpenMP [34]. This version exploited the independent calculations related to the ΩkΩkΩk discrete

angular directions of light propagation. As the initial version was extended to the 3D geometry, the impact of the memory

consumption had become a major issue, as previously discussed. Moreover, the 3D calculations are time consuming.

Those two reasons had led us to develop a distributed version of the 3D computational method. So, our OpenMP multi-

threaded algorithm was extended to a distributed version using also the MPI communication library [35]. As it is essential

in distributed computing to minimize the communications between the machines, we have naturally chosen to distribute

the computations over the discrete angular directions. Hence, the parallel scheme has two levels of parallelism. The

former is the distribution of the angular directions over the machines. The latter is the multi-core parallel processing

of the subset of angular directions allocated to each machine. This provided an efficient version of the computational

method that takes advantage of computing clusters. The second interest of distributing the algorithm was to decrease the

memory costs on each machine. However, it was not possible to distribute everything because many data were required

for every discrete angular direction. Typically, the grid had to be duplicated. Fortunately, we saw above that its memory

cost was strongly lessen with the compressed grid. On the opposite, some other data can be distributed over the set of

machines, such as all data depending on the angular directions, including the radiances computed at each node of the

spatial grid. This provided a significant reduction of the memory consumption on each machine, but in counterpart,

it required explicit communications between the machines to take into account the radiances for all directions. Those

informations were needed on every machine, at the end of each iteration in the convergence procedure. This corresponds

to a multiple-broadcast, where each machine had to send its own data to all other machines. Efficient algorithms exist in

classical communication libraries like MPI, but the problem is the memory cost. In order to preserve the reduced memory

consumption, each machine stored the data coming from only one other machine at a time. So, a circular data exchange

was used among the machines, logically organized in a ring topology. Several communication schemes are possible

to perform this global exchange. A first solution (S1) is that the piece of data from each machine crosses the ring from
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neighbor to neighbor in a given (arbitrary) direction. The data are exploited by each machine during the ring traversal. The

major drawback of that method is that it requires two communication buffers for the simultaneous send/receive operations.

Another solution (S2), that requires only one communication buffer, is that each machine receives external data from a

machine at a given distance in the ring and sends its own data to another machine at the same distance but in the other

direction along the ring. Those exchanges are performed simultaneously over the entire set of machines. In Figure 3 are

depicted the first stages of this communication process, where the arrows represent the data transfers.

[Figure 3 about here.]

The choice between S1 and S2 depends on the hardware context and topological organization of the set of machines.

In local clusters with homogeneous links between machines, it should not make strong differences. However, if the

interconnection network is heterogeneous or contains hierarchical levels, the former solution S1 should provide better

performance whenever the logical neighbors are chosen according to the fastest links. Nevertheless, for very large meshes

processed on systems with limited memory, the latter solution S2 should be privileged as there is an additional memory

cost around 5% of the total amount. Finally, we obtain a hierarchical algorithm with a high level of distribution between

the machines of the system, as well as a multi-threaded level of parallelism inside each node.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Configuration of the physical model

A model domain represented by a three-dimensional homogeneous cubic enclosure of size Lx × Ly × Lz with Lx = 1

mm or 10 mm, Ly = Lz = 12 mm was considered. For all the case studies, the refractive index of the outside medium

(air) was set to one. The medium surface at x = 0 mm was illuminated with a perpendicular incident laser beam. The

spatial position rwrwrw = (0, rwyrwyrwy, rwzrwzrwz) denotes any point on the illuminated bounding surface of the medium and the radius

ρ is defined as ρ =
√
r2
wyr2
wyr2
wy + r2

wzr2
wzr2
wz . The optical properties of the medium are listed in Table 2. The numerical simulations

were carried out using a computational spatial grid composed of (nx×ny×nz = nxyz) nodes (nx, ny, nz according to the

(Ox), (Oy), (Oz)-axis, respectively). For ease of implementation, structured grids, with nodes arranged along straight

lines, were employed for all investigations presented here. When it is not specified, the angular domain was subdivided

into 256 (=16 × 16) discrete angular directions with 8 × 8 subdivisions into a solid angle for normalization of the phase

function. A preliminary angular grid-refinement study indicated that this angular discretization was sufficient to ensure a

good solution accuracy. The iterative procedure continued until the relative difference between the values of the outgoing
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flux at the bounding surface of the medium, from one iteration to the next, decreased below a prescribed tolerance. In

the selected problems considered here, a tolerance set to 10−5 was found to be satisfactory. The obtained solutions are

validated against those of the MC method provided by Kienle [38], which is expected to converge in the limit of an

infinitely large number of simulated photons to the exact solution of the RTE [36].

4.2 Elastically scattered light

The lateral intensity profile of the collimated incident beam was modeled by a Gaussian function according to:

Υ(ρ) =
2

π σ2
exp

(
− 2 ρ2

σ2

)
, (34)

where σ is the beam width. In order to capture the shape of the incident Gaussian beam, the spatial grid (in the plane

(Oyz)) was refined around the strong variation of the Gaussian function. Table 2 gives the parameters used in the simula-

tions where several optical properties of the medium were considered. Table 3 gives the spatial and angular discretizations

and the number of iterations needed to obtain a converged solution for each case studied.

[Table 2 about here.]

[Table 3 about here.]

In the first test case (see Tables 2 and 3), the multiple scattering regime has then to be considered since the transport mean

free path lt [37] is equal to 1 mm. To correctly take into account the first scattering events in the medium (ls = 0.2 mm),

the first node (according to the (Ox)-axis) from the bounding surface of the medium at x = 0 mm was located at 0.1 mm.

Fig. 4(a) shows the steady-state spatially resolved reflectance (at x = 0 mm) along the centerline z > 0 mm obtained

with the MFVM based on the Exponential scheme. Obviously, the magnitudes for reflectance decrease whith the increase

of the radial position ρ. It can be seen that the solution given by the MFVM based on the Exponential scheme is in good

agreement with the MC solution used as a reference. Ray effect and False scattering [29] cause mainly the small relative

differences which do not exceed here 1.5% (see Fig. 5(a)) with the grid considered. The MC solution gives statistical

errors up to 0.4% in that case [38]. In the second test case, the scattering coefficient was higher with µs = 10 mm−1

(Table 2). Then, a finer spatial grid was applied (Table 3) with more nodes used in the vicinity of the source to correctly

take into account the first scattering events in the medium (ls = 0.1 mm). The steady-state spatially resolved reflectance

along the centerline z > 0 mm is shown in Fig. 4(b). Compared to the first case, the magnitude of the reflectance is

higher since more scattering events occured in the medium. So, more iterations were required for convergence (see Table

3). A good agreeement is observed when the MFVM (based on the Exponential scheme) solution is compared to the MC
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solution and the relative differences do not exceed here 1% (Fig. 5(a)). In the third test case, the absorption coefficient

was higher with µa = 0.1 mm−1 and the other optical properties were the same as in test case 2 (Table 2). There is more

light attenuation in the medium leading to decrease the backscattered light. Compared to test case 2, the magnitude of the

reflectance is then lower especially at larger distances (Fig. 4(c)). Hence, more spatial grid nodes (Table 3) mainly in the

vicinity of the source were needed to better represent the first absorption events in the medium. The number of iterations

is lower (compared to test case 2) due to the light attenuation in the medium. In the fourth test case, the H-G phase

function was considered with a different value of the anisotropy factor, set to 0.9. The other optical properties were the

same as in second test case (Table 2). Hence, a finer angular dicretization was used to well represent the highly forward

scattering (see Table 3). An angular grid-refinement has to be accompanied by a spatial grid-refinement, that’s why the

number of spatial grid nodes is of the same order as in third test case. Figs. 4(d) and 5(a) show that even for a highly

forward scattering medium, the MFVM (based on the Exponential scheme) succeeded to obtain a good accuracy. In the

fifth test case, the width of the Gaussian beam was reduced to 0.3 mm. Fig. 4(e) shows the change in the curve shape

for the reflectance in the vicinity of the laser source and that the MFVM (based on the Exponential scheme) solution is

accurate even in that case (Fig. 5(a)). In the last test case, the medium and the outside medium (air) have the same value

for the refractive index set to one (see Table 2). So, there is no reflection at the tissue-air interface. Hence, the magnitude

of reflectance is higher near the laser source compared to that of case 2. The relative differences between the two solutions

(when the MFVM is used with the Exponential scheme) do not exceed here 1.5% (Fig. 5(a)).

[Figure 4 about here.]

The Step scheme, which is equivalent to the first order Upwind scheme, is probably the most widely used in the deter-

ministic numerical methods such as the FDM, FVM or the FEM for solving light propagation in biological tissues. It

therefore seemed necessary to implement the Step scheme in the MFVM. Its results are compared with those obtained

using the Exponential scheme. Fig. 2 shows the steady-state spatially resolved reflectance along the centerline z > 0

mm obtained with the MFVM based on the Step scheme for all the cases presented before. Fig. 5(b) shows the relative

differences when the solution is compared with MC reference solution.

The same spatial and angular grids were used for each case as, presented in Table 3. Although the MFVM with the Step

scheme is faster (about three times faster than the MFVM based on the Exponential scheme), the results show that it tends

to overpredict the reflectance leading to relative differences up to 60% (Fig. 5(b)). Very poor predictions are given for

large values of the radius ρ. The increase of errors is due to false scattering which is excessively introduced by the Step

scheme. False scattering is associated with the spatial discretization scheme and arises in multidimensional problems
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when the light beams are not aligned with the spatial grid lines.

[Figure 5 about here.]

Ray effects and false scattering are two major sources of inaccuracy of the MFVM. However, they may be mitigated by

refining the angular and spatial discretizations. Although the origin of the two errors is different, there is an interaction

between them, since they tend to compensate each other. It was shown that decreasing one of the errors while keeping

the other unchanged may decrease the solution accuracy because the compensation effect disappears. This implies that

simultaneous spatial and angular refinement, or a more accurate spatial differencing scheme and angular refinement,

should be used to improve solution accuracy. If only one of these two refinements is made, the solution accuracy may

decrease. To quantify the inaccuracy due to ray effects and false scattering, the sensitivity of the MFVM (based on

the Exponential scheme) to the spatial and angular discretizations for case 4 is presented in Fig. 6. When the angular

discretization is prescribed to 24 × 24 directions, the relative differences increase with coarser spatial grids (red, blue and

black solid lines curves). When the spatial discretization is prescribed to 6,543,371 nodes, the relative differences increase

with coarser angular discretizations (red curves). When a combination of coarser spatial and angular grids is considered,

the relative differences obviously increase more. It can be seen however that the solution accuracy for 1,382,589 nodes

and 24 × 24 directions is not better than for 1,382,589 nodes and 16 × 16 directions. As expected, there is not in the first

case the compensation effect due to ray effects and false scattering. It can be found that for each case studied, the number

of iterations required for convergence in the MFVM is moderately lower for the Step scheme than the Exponential scheme

(see Table 3).

[Figure 6 about here.]

Fig. 7 is given to show that the solution of the MFVM (based on the exponential scheme) obtained at different iterations

predicts light propagation in the medium for the corresponding different scattering orders. The figure shows the spatially

resolved reflectance for single, double and triple scattering.

[Figure 7 about here.]

4.3 Fluorescence light

In the model of fluorescence light, two coupled RTEs have to be solved. Thus, to reduce the computational time and the

memory space due to the finer spatial grid needed in fluorescence simulations, the results are shown for a medium depth

Lx equal to 1 mm. Table 4 gives the parameters of simulations.
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[Table 4 about here.]

The lateral intensity profile of the perpendicular incident beam was modeled either with a Gaussian function (Eq. (34)) or

a flat function according to:

Υ(ρ) =
1

π σ2
if 0 < ρ ≤ 1 mm and Υ(ρ) = 0 otherwise. (35)

The computational domain consisted of 718,725 and 750,141 nodes when the illumniation was performed with the Gaus-

sian and flat functions, respectively. The angular discretization (16 × 16 directions with 8 × 8 subdivisions into a solid

angle for normalization of the phase function) was the same in both cases. It can be seen that the numerical solution given

by the MFVM with the Exponential scheme is in good agreement with the MC solution (Fig. 8). In both cases, the relative

differences do not exceed 1.5% (Fig. 9). The Step scheme, meanwhile, yields larger differences up to 5% (Fig. 9(b)).

[Figure 8 about here.]

[Figure 9 about here.]

The sensitivity of the MFVM (based on the Exponential scheme) to the spatial and angular discretizations when the

illumination was performed with the Gaussian beam is depicted in Fig. 10. Relatively accurate results were obtained on

coarse grids and the relative differences were found to decrease with spatial and angular grid refinements. It can be seen

that the solution is more sensitive to the angular discretization. Indeed, with the finer spatial grid and the coarser angular

discretization, the relative differences reach about 23%. And, the differences increase with coarser spatial grids, whereas

with the finer angular discretization and whatever the spatial grid, the relative differences are less than 10%.

[Figure 10 about here.]

4.4 Parallel algorithm

In order to evaluate the quality of the parallel algorithm, this one was tested on test case 1 with the Grid’5000 platform [39],

with 8 nodes containing: 2 CPUs Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3, 8 cores/CPU, 126GB RAM, 2×558GB HDD, 10Gbps ethernet.

The spatial grid was composed of 805,879 nodes and 4,680,000 tetrahedrons. The number of discrete angular directions

was 256 (16×16), which induced that the maximal number of required machines was 16 (16 machines with 16 cores

each). In Table 5, the performance results of our parallel computational method are presented.

[Table 5 about here.]
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First of all, it can be observed that significant speedups were obtained when increasing the number of machines. However,

as expected in presence of global data exchanges, the efficiency decreases due to the additional cost of communications

between machines. That cost increases with the number of machines as the global exchanges imply a number of data

transfers that is polynomial in function of the number of machines whereas messages sizes decrease linearly when the

number of machines increases. In Table 6 are given the percentages of the time spent in performing communications

during the process. A significant increase up to around 25% for the maximal number of machines can be observed for

both strategies. However, the efficiency loss stays quite limited for the maximal number of needed machines (around 30%

for 16 machines). In this context of a local cluster, it is confirmed that there is no great difference between both strategies

S1 and S2. Additional experiments have been performed with a larger grid (around 3 millions of nodes) and the global

efficiency loss from S1 to S2 was never larger than 1%.

[Table 6 about here.]

5 Conclusion

This paper reports a new efficient numerical solution of the 3D RTE. Both elastically scattered light and fluorescence light

through a biological tissue illuminated by a collimated incident beam were studied. The proposed deterministic compu-

tational method was applied to several test problems and the solutions were compared with MC reference solutions. A

good level of accuracy was obtained with the Exponential scheme which reduces efficiently the false scattering. To our

knowledge, this is the first time that a deterministic numerical method achieves such a precision for the studied problems.

The Exponential scheme is significantly more accurate than the Step scheme, at the expense of additional computational

time. It is the best alternative regarding the compromise between accuracy and computational requirements. Concerning

the parallel computing, the simulations showed a limited loss of efficiency with the maximal hardware resources corre-

sponding to the degree of parallelism, despite the global data exchanges. Additional levels of parallel computing may be

added by using new generation hardware accelerators such as GPUs.

In future research, we plan to use our computational method in optical tomography (as an accurate forward solver in the

inverse problem) that reconstruct the optical properties of biological media (containing for example tumor-like inclusions

or fluorescent sources) based on reflectance measurements collected at the tissue surface.
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(a) VP1 partial control volume related to P1P1P1 nodal node.

(b) Panef f

Figure 1: Partial volume related to a nodal node
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Figure 2: Projection of integration points ititit(t = 1, 2, 3) in a specific direction and a (P1P1P1,P2P2P2,P3P3P3,P4P4P4) reference tetrahedron.
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Figure 3: First stages of the S2 strategy for data exchanges between 8 machines. The S1 strategy is a repetition of the first
stage on the left.
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(a) Case 1. (b) Case 2.

(c) Case 3. (d) Case 4.

(e) Case 5. (f) Case 6.

Figure 4: Steady-state spatially resolved reflectance obtained with the Modified Finite Volume Method (MFVM) and
Monte Carlo (MC). The MFVM was used with the Exponential and Step schemes.
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(a) MFVM used with the Exponential scheme.

(b) MFVM used with the Step scheme.

Figure 5: Relatives differences for the steady-state spatially resolved reflectance. The Modified Finite Volume Method
(MFVM) was compared with the Monte Carlo reference solution. The results are presented for the different cases.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity to the spatial and angular discretizations of the MFVM (used with the Exponential scheme), for test
Case 4.
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Figure 7: Steady-state spatially resolved reflectance at different scattering orders, for test Case 1. The results were
obtained with Monte Carlo (MC) and the Modified Finite Volume Method (MFVM) combined with the Exponential
scheme.
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(a) Illumniation with a Gaussian beam.

(b) Illumniation with a flat beam.

Figure 8: Steady-state spatially resolved fluorescence reflectance obtained with the Modified Finite Volume Method
(MFVM) and Monte Carlo (MC). The MFVM was used with the Exponential and Step schemes. The illumniation was
performed with Gaussian and flat beams.
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(a) MFVM used with the Exponential scheme.

(b) MFVM used with the Step scheme.

Figure 9: Relatives differences for the steady-state spatially resolved fluorescence reflectance. The Modified Finite Vol-
ume Method (MFVM) used with the Exponential and Step schemes was compared with the Monte Carlo reference solu-
tion. The illumniation was performed with Gaussian and flat beams.
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Figure 10: Sensitivity to the spatial and angular discretizations of the MFVM (used with the Exponential scheme). The
illumniation was performed with a Gaussian beam.
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Normal grid Compressed grid
Number of Number of Memory Number of Memory Gain (%)

nodes tetrahedrons (109 bytes) tetrahedrons (109 bytes)
1,241 6,144 0.015 2903 0.013 12.99

13,125 69,120 0.161 384 0.118 26.60
112,211 60,0000 1.376 5766 1.005 26.95
805,879 4,680,000 9.674 115320 6.826 29.43

6,584,961 38,880,000 78.688 32448 54.448 30.81

Table 1: Number of tetrahedrons and memory costs for typical spatial grid sizes.
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Case n g µa (mm−1) µs (mm−1) σ (mm)
1 1.4 0.8 0.01 5 1
2 1.4 0.8 0.01 10 1
3 1.4 0.8 0.1 10 1
4 1.4 0.9 0.01 10 1
5 1.4 0.8 0.01 10 0.3
6 1.0 0.8 0.01 10 1

Table 2: Parameters used in the simulations for elastically scattered light.
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Case Number of spatial grid nodes Number of angular directions Number of iterations
1 1,382,589 256 (16 × 16) 643 (Exponential) / 578 (Step)
2 3,207,033 256 (16 × 16) 1505 (Exponential) / 1326 (Step)
3 6,451,193 256 (16 × 16) 879 (Exponential) / 733 (Step)
4 6,543,371 576 (24 × 24) 1153 (Exponential) / 1037 (Step)
5 3,207,033 256 (16 × 16) 1503 (Exponential) / 1324 (Step)
6 3,855,735 256 (16 × 16) 1335 (Exponential) / 1179 (Step)

Table 3: Spatial and angular grids and number of iterations required for convergence.
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n gx gm µxa (mm−1) µma (mm−1) µxs (mm−1) µms (mm−1) µx→ma (mm−1) σ (mm) η
1.4 0.8 0.8 0 0.01 7.5 5 0.02 1 1

Table 4: Parameters used in the simulations for fluorescence light.
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Number of S1 communication strategy S2 communication strategy
machines Time (s) Speed-up Efficiency (%) Time (s) Speed-up Efficiency (%)

1 3782.18 1.00 100.00 3782.18 1.00 100.00
2 1989.88 1.90 95.04 1984.38 1.91 95.30
4 1039.16 3.64 90.99 1054.66 3.59 89.65
8 570.51 6.62 82.87 583.35 6.48 81.04
16 333.24 11.35 70.93 340.23 11.12 69.48

Table 5: Performance of the two communication strategies in function of the number of machines.
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Number of machines 2 4 8 16
S1 4.24 6.87 13.20 25.09
S2 5.33 8.93 15.88 25.95

Table 6: Percentages of communications during the process for both strategies in function of the number of machines.
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